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1-30 September 2014 outlook for Uranium and Alternative energy

Dear Members,

I was reading the astro chart for Uranium and the alternative sector. Technical and
Fundamentals look very negative but the astro chart has finally started showing some light
from the middle of this week which is great news for investors of alternative and Uranium
stocks. For Uranium this signal is a very early stage one and I will wait for another two months
before I start buying positions in Uranium mining stocks aggressively. However, I will hold my
positions at this stage and will add small positions from 9 September 2014.

At this stage we are very excited about Solar stocks, because Mars is changing in the house of
fire, and the Sun is currently in own house of Leo “which also represents fire”. A most positive
Sun and Mars is supporting this sector and this can put fire in solar stocks any time from this
week. Mars will be changing house from this week on Friday so one should start putting some
leverage or speculative positions (I normally don’t recommend speculative positions) in solar
stocks.

We see solar stocks making headlines on Wall Street within 45 days, and investors will get
attracted to solar stocks so get ready.

I know most of the people who subscribe to the Uranium and alternative energy stock report
and are mostly interested in Uranium stocks and they would like to hear more about Uranium
mining stocks from us. Yes, I am aware of this and I will start writing a detailed report from
December because after December it will be fun to write the uranium report and investors of
uranium mining stocks will also get excited with the moves that happen in uranium.

Even our weekly newsletter and daily reports will start talking about the Uranium mining
sector once Saturn changes house from Libra to Scorpio. I have been waiting for the last 30
months for this transit as we are expecting Saturn to play a huge supportive role for the
Uranium sector. According to this astro cycle we believe that it has 99% chances of uranium
stocks going wild and if Uranium stocks refuse to go up after 21 December (1% chances of this
happening) then we will recommend investors to cash in all the money from Uranium. Don’t
get scared with this statement because we are strong believers of our theory and Saturn
should help uranium stocks.

Currently Uranium prices are holding well, as predicted uranium spot prices won’t fall below
$28.00.
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At this stage you should hold positions in Uranium stocks and buy the following solar stocks
to make some handsome returns in the coming 45 days. I am sure you will make good money
so don’t miss the opportunity of buying solar stocks.

Here is a list of stocks you should buy:

FSLR:
Currently it is
trading
$69.00. You
can buy short
term call
options in
Money or you
can buy
stocks. Our
minimum
target is $80
in short
period
(possibly in the next 45 days). This stock can go wild and may even touch $88.

TSL: It is trading around $12.00, and our target is $16.00 in the next two months (A 40%
move). We strongly recommend buying call options in Money or even stock tomorrow
without fail.
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CSIQ: Currently it is trading around $35; our short term target is around $42 (give or take),
buy short term call options in Money.

JASO: Currently it is trading around $9.00. Our short term target is $14.00. We strongly
recommend buying it for the short and medium term. Call options will be great bets at this
stage in JASO.

SPWR: Sun Power is currently trading around $38.00. We recommend buying in Money call
options. Our target is $45.00 for the short period.

SCTY: Solar City is
trading around
$68.00 level, buying
call options should
be the best bet at
this stage. Buy
$75.00 of October
call which is trading
around $2.30. Yes it
is a short term risky
call but I feel it is
worth betting on.

JKS: Currently JKS is trading around $29.00, our target is $35.00 in the next 45 days.
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To fulfil target of above recommended stocks have to move higher from here it is very
important because these stocks moves will confirm what we are predicting about Uranium
stocks moving higher.

We will watch these stocks closely for the next 45 days, and we believe that Mars will push
these stocks or all solar stocks sharply higher before any one notice’s or enters into them so
you should start betting from Tuesday.

Mining and other commodity areas will remain mixed. Metals will struggle from next week
but USA stock market will keep moving higher so hold your investments.

In this week’s newsletter we mention that USA will control international tensions very well
from this week. I would like to put the first part of this week’s newsletter here. I am sure it
will guide you well if you haven’t read it already or if you are not a weekly newsletter member.

Saturn changing will be the most powerful wild card for investors because it is changing house
of from Libra to Scorpio and this can push the market through the roof at least for 18 to 21
months in one direction. Once again we see the markets movements can get out of the
control of the FED and governments once Saturn moves to Scorpio. The market can ignore
every warning from the Fed and the government in 2016. This transit can push Biotech and
tech stocks through the roof. Companies like GILD, CELG, AMGN and many other frontline
biotech stocks can move towards 300 to 400% higher. We may witness the same kind of trend
in the tech sector. Euphoria is a very mild word, according to me this time period will be like
a madness. This on coming madness may destroy all short seller’s accounts, because the
moves in stocks and indexes will be like wild fire. I was witnessed of tech bubble from 1997
to 2000, I was investor, astro indicators gave us clear predictions of great tech bubble is
coming and early in December 1999 we predicted crash of tech or NASDAQ market. Only
predicting about market is one thing but predicting and investing in market make interesting
combinations because it is like movie. In 2011 we wrote script for market and market acted
or so far movie is going smoothly as written in script.

If you ask us, then we still 100% believe S&P reaching 3200 within two years, and any journey
that takes S&P toward 3200 to 3900 which can be still justify but S&P moving from 3900 to
5000 in 30 months from now will be purely a bubble or euphoria. In 2012 we predicted S&P
reaching 3200, currently it is around 2000 so still traders can invest and hold positions until it
reaches 3200 but once it starts trading above that level one should start reducing exposure
of invested capital and if S&P reaches 5000 then you can be 100% out from out market. Even
people like Warren Buffet should be selling everything even if he believes in longer term
investment strategies. In longer term S&P will rise again but 5000 to 3200 will be sharp fall
and many years market will remain sideways. We recommend stay long in call options with
Indexes, and keep adding quality stocks as many quality stocks will keep moving higher in
medium and longer term.
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I was saying the same thing about the bull market in 2012 and still keep same predictions
without changing much. From 2001 to 2004 if you read any article on our website about gold,
silver, oil and euro, we targeted gold to reaching $1600, silver touching $50, oil hitting $100
and euro 1.39, when gold was at $275, silver $4.50, oil $17 and euro at 0.83. In our theory
once our higher side price targets get achieved then there is a huge risk of a fall starts entering
and we have seen this in every case so far in last twenty years. Gold went above $1600, oil
went above $100, silver touched $50 and euro went above 1.39, but each market corrected
after achieving top after some time and the fall was very nasty in each financial instrument.
Our theory is purely divided in nine medium wave cycle with five major wave cycles. These
wave cycles are purely divided with astro transits. It is most interesting study.

We would once again like to reiterate a point that we have repeated several times and will
say once again here because it is such an important point. Hate and love. These are most
important pillar which helps to balance you in thinking and decision making which helps to
become successful in the market and bring peace/happiness in life. We are not saying that
everyone has the problem of loving or hating but it is human nature to have soft corners
for certain things. In 2011 when gold was around $1630, we stated that longer term
investors shouldn’t buy gold, and we recommended booking profit as we knew that once
gold achieved $1600 buying from that point would be risky. Gold kept moving higher for a
few months, and many metal investors were angry with me. Many members discontinued
their metal services (including my respected friend James Sinclair, many metal website
stopped publishing my articles on metals) but you are all aware that soon after that gold
collapsed sharply and it is still trying to find its bottom and metals stocks have taken away
a huge amount of wealth from investors because they kept moving down. Same happen
when I praise President Obama, few of my Republican members get angry and few of them
stopped their services. The point here is that love towards gold made many metals
investor’s blind and they didn’t wanted to listen to the real trend because short term
euphoria brings huge excitement. Whenever any market is at the top, most analysts also
start moving in that flow and many were talking about gold going towards $2000, $3000
and many were even targeting $5000. In 2001 hardly any media or analysts were covering
precious metals.

The same kind of story has kept repeating itself in each and every financial market. It is
important that we shouldn’t be loving or hating anything in the market, and only then we can
become a great trader or investor. It doesn’t matter which market we are trading in or which
stock, commodity or currency we are buying or selling; our core principle should be that we
are here to grow your capital. The Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, and Jupiter can start playing
the most powerful role once we balance love and hate “which plays with emotions”.
Currently I are not loving S&P, NASADQ, Apple or Microsoft, I am purely predicting the trend,
and we will let you know once the rising cycle starts reaching near to the top. You must have
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noticed that whenever we saw a short term negative trend we warned, recommended
avoiding any buying or selling around the higher side.

Though there are many factors which play a key role in success, one of the key factors is the
luck factor. We have this chapter on our website http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/latest-
news.php?id=553. Controlling love and hate will surely boost your luck factor. Many other
hidden factors are also there and they play a great role in everyone’s success and happiness.

On Friday CNBC, commentators were sarcastically saying that these kinds of moves can only
be guided by astrology because technical and fundamentals were not indicating this kind of
one sided move in S&P. It is difficult for a common man to predict this kind of move. I thank
CNBC contributors to put these words on their live show, it doesn’t matter whether they said
it in a sarcastic way.

Important note: Scorpio Moon on Monday and Tuesday may bring volatility in the market; on
both these days the world events will dominate investor’s psychology but hold your
investment. Mars is changing, and those who have bit knowledge about the astro cycle must
be aware that Mars being close to 28 degrees in Libra before entering Scorpio always brings
bring some solid results and after changing the house it brings powerful moves in the market.
Commodities, currencies and stocks will have a volatile time but stocks are ready to go crazily
higher. We always recommend finishing your pending work or enjoying time with your family
during a Scorpio moon so take a break on Monday & Tuesday.

Anyway, I leant yesterday from my friend Eric’s colleague that Einstein believed in astrology
and I finding more information on google, and I found this:

Einstein on Astrology:
'Astrology is a science in itself and contains an
illuminating body of knowledge. It taught me many
things, and I am greatly indebted to it. Geophysical
evidence reveals the power of the stars and the
planets in relation to the terrestrial. In turn, astrology
reinforces this power to some extent. This is why
astrology is like a life-giving elixir to mankind.'

Transcript follows. Many thanks to Claire for the image.

Transcript
January 7, 1943

I don’t care whether Einstein or any other known personality believed in astro cycles or not,
but the Sun, Moon and geo-cosmic events were there before life began on this planet. Facts
matter, and I after studding this subject for the last 35 years I can say one thing, that astro
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cycles are great indicators for events that are actually happening around us and our life
simply moves accordingly. Once you are aware of these hidden cycles and try to connect
them to things that are happening on an everyday basis, only then can you get a glimpse of
the future.

Thanks & God Bless

Mahendra Sharma

1 September 2014, Santa Barbara 7.00 PM

Make the wave of nature/astronomical cycle an integral part of your
trading/Investment strategies!

1 Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.

Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).

When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).


